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PRESS RELEASE
AGG’s IP Practice Debuts in the WTR 1000 for 2020
Intellectual Property Attorneys Tucker Barr, Anuj Desai Again Recognized
ATLANTA – Arnall Golden Gregory is pleased to announce its Intellectual Property practice’s
debut in the World Trademark Review’s WTR 1000 for 2020. Attorneys Tucker Barr and Anuj
Desai have again been recognized as recommended experts in the 10th edition of the
standalone publication to recommend individual lawyers worldwide who work in the trademark
field. This is the first time the practice has been recognized.
Tucker and Anuj are partners in AGG’s Intellectual Property Group, whose trademark team is
mentioned in the guide as “immensely popular among mid-market companies,” and “the firm’s
compact but mighty IP group is appreciated for its hands-on and cost-effective management of
portfolios, confident stewardship of complex trademark disputes and litigation, and social media
expertise.”
Trademark protector and contract negotiator Tucker Barr is described by a client as: “Tucker
understands what you need from a business perspective and gives realistic and practical advice
that is aligned with your commercial objectives. He never lets you spend money on anything
that you would not get value from and is always there when you need him.” Local peers call him
a “young and energetic partner with vim and vigor who is not afraid to go up against anyone”.
Anuj Desai, who serves on INTA’s Alternative Dispute Resolution Committee as a
Subcommittee Chair, is lauded for managing the trademark practice astutely and introducing
workflow changes to enhance efficiency. He is noted that he “offers a level of customer service
that is second to none. He is extremely well versed in IP law, prompt in his responses and
exceptionally accommodating. Patient in explaining his recommendations, he is a true
gentleman in every sense of the word.”
WTR 1000 conducts research over several months and reviews submissions from around the
world to determine which attorneys will receive recognition.
ABOUT ARNALL GOLDEN GREGORY LLP
Arnall Golden Gregory, an Am Law 200 law firm with almost 200 attorneys
in Atlanta and Washington, D.C., takes a business sensibility approach when advising clients.
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AGG provides industry knowledge, attention to detail, transparency, and value to help
businesses and individuals achieve their definition of success. With our rich experience and
know-how, we don’t ask “if,” we figure out “how.” Visit us at www.agg.com.
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